
Administration of 
Estates Amendment Act 
repealed at long last!

In the words of famous author, Robert Kiyosaki “the best way to predict the future is to study the past or 
prognosticate”.

Due to the impact of the amendment on trustees, beneficiaries, and the industry, RFIN held numerous
consultations with its members and solicited detailed inputs from the industry to highlight the concerns and
influence positive legislative reform. 

To achieve this a special committee was established for this purpose and a formal consolidated submission
drafted to the ex-Minister of Justice on the negative repercussions that the introduction of the proposed
changes under sec 87A of this Act would pose to the public.

The RFIN submission highlighted some key conflicts with the existing legislative landscape and explained,
amongst other factors, that the introduced provisions under sec 87A breached the constitutional rights of asset
owners to bequeath assets in manners they deem fit to their dependents, despite the conflicts with four other
pieces of legislation in existence at the time already. Furthermore, the 2018 amendment had kept the age of
majority at the age of 21 years, whereas the Child Care and Protection Act reduced the age of majority to 18 on
30 January 2019.

The ex-Minister of Justice then held consultations post such publication to clarify the position of the Ministry, but
it still did not convince the industry and beneficiaries that it was the best route for their dependents that monies
or benefits be paid to the Master of the High Court for distribution.

Amongst others, RFIN highlighted at least 10 implementation obstacles to convince the Ministry that this would
not be the best course of action for the dependents, and hence the Ministry thereafter considered what was
submitted.

his holds true for the fact that the Namibian legislature has been known for passing legislative
documents during the latter parts of December. We saw this transpire when the Administration of
Estates Amendment Act 22 of 2018 was passed on 31 December 2018. The amendment prescribed that T

all payments from pension funds, insurance policies, annuities, and even deceased estates that were owed or
even bequeathed to minors and persons under curatorship be paid to the Guardians Fund, administered by the
Master of the High Court.



 From the desk of the RFIN Chairperson at the time, Ms. Sabrina Jacobs, the recommendation was made that the
Act, as passed, be repealed and for normalcy to ensue as we have all come to know it in the past.

This brings relevance and truth to the Kiyosaki quote when we see what transpired over the recently passed
December holiday period. Once again, the Administration of Estates Amendment Act was amended to the
extent where the specific controversial portions contained in the previous rendition of the Act, requiring all
deceased estates to make payment of “certain monies in respect of minors and persons under curatorship” into
the Guardian’s Fund be repealed in its totality.

RFIN openly welcomes the repeal. It places RFIN and its members at ease that the Ministry and legislature are
open for discussion and welcome input on impacts possibly not previously foreseen by the law-making bodies.
It once again reiterates the need for proper public consultations whenever changes to any possible legislative
document is considered. 

Throughout the interim period, numerous follow up correspondences were made, and feedback to our members
was provided through interventions and engagements held with our members, such as our Annual General
Meeting and the RFIN Annual Conference. In these correspondences, concerns were reiterated, and implications
were elaborated to raise the level of concern that is needed for clarity on this controversial legislative document.

This was merely the beginning of the high note on which the 2022 year ended from a legislative influence and
change perspective.

Income Tax Amendment
Since 2019 and for the past 3 budget speeches, the Minister of Finance has announced that the tax deductibility
benefit limit, which was still at N$40’000,00 per annum since 1956, for approved pension, retirement annuity,
provident, and educational policies, would be lifted to a more feasible amount of N$150’000.00. The
implementation thereof however never featured in any of the subsequent Government Gazettes, well that is until
the end of 2022. In the Income Tax Amendment Act 13 of 2022 also passed during the Namibian festive season
on 29 December 2022, we saw the change that RFIN has been advocating and for over the past number of years.
The limit of N$40’000.00 has now been increased allowing individual taxpayers to deduct up to N$150 000 in
pension and retirement fund payments from their income, even though the 2023 tax year ends in just two
months!

Finally, the legislature is promoting responsible savings through allowing income tax benefits for specific savings
vehicles which would be directed at improving the standard of living of the Namibian Nation in the long run.
Namibians used to only have an amount of N$40’000 per annum to claim as a tax rebate at the end of the tax
year, if they made savings towards a retirement annuity or any other policy intended to be used to fund studies
in the future. This amounted to a mere N$3333.33 per month per person, which in today’s monetary terms is not
of much value, but it sure was during the 1965 period when the amount was set. This increased with almost 300%
to an equivalent of N$12’500.00 per month for such tax-deductible beneficial amounts. This means that
individual taxpayers will now be incentivized to save more towards retirement and education amongst other
items listed and in doing so ensuring improved savings for a better future and standard of living for themselves
and loved ones.

RFIN proposed the increase of the tax deductibility threshold, further engaged the relevant Ministries and drove
the interests of the public in needing this threshold to be lifted to this more sensible amount.

In conclusion, we wish to urge our members to reach out to the RFIN office on office@rfin.com.na for any further
information and discussions relating to these legislative documents and we encourage healthy debate for
future learnings on how to properly utilize these benefits in the form of thought leadership articles from the
experts in this field.

This is sure to lay a solid foundation to 2023 as the year of positive change and we are more excited than
anxious to walk this journey with our members and ensure that their concerns reach the intended audiences in
promoting the interests of our members and the industry at large. 

Please keep an eye out for further developments in our quarterly newsletters and possible ad hoc publications
as events unfold.

Here is to 2023!

Yours in retirement savings promotion!
RFIN Board of Directors and Office Team

www.rfin.com.na


